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This article is about 2007. For 1997 Aquazone subtheme, see Aquaraiders. Aqua Raiders was a LEGO theme introduced in 2007. The theme consisted of seven movements, as it lasted only for a limited time, from a small deep-sea treasure hunter to a very large aqua base. Content[show] Details 7776 The Shipwreck was reminiscent of the older Divers sets. Aqua Raiders was
one of the latest in a long line of underwater themes that dates back to 1995, when Aquazone was introduced. Unlike Aquazone, which was exclusively futuristic, Aqua Raiders were more reminiscent of a mix of this theme and divers from 1997, a sub-theme of the city that showed today's divers on underwater treasure hunts and explored the sea. Unlike their predecessors, the
Aqua Raiders divers were only looking for treasures. The backstory shows that the theme plays out in the Bermuda Triangle, where divers use high-tech submarines and other special equipment to search for the lost treasure of an ancient king. Most sentences followed a common scheme. They included the Aqua Raiders with a ship of some kind, a segment of the seabed in which
a treasure was hidden, and also a monstrous marine creature that stood between the divers and their prey. Apart from these sea monsters, the sets did not contain many other creatures. It is possible that the divers searched for Atlantis and came very close to him, as the diver skeleton in the Portal of Atlantis set has an Aqua Raiders helmet and in LEGO Atlantis: The Movie, they
are on a mission to save a sub that turns out to be The Crab Crusher Set. Vehicles and equipment The Aqua Raiders have a variety of weapons and vehicles, which according to the Aqua Raiders website has developed the latest technology for underwater exploration. Some of the subs were reminiscent of older LEGO vessels. Among them were two mini-submarines (included in
7775 Aquabase Invasion and 7776 The Shipwreck), which were somewhat similar to the subs of Divers, a large submarine that was essentially similar to a Creator set but had a more spacious and detailed interior, and a sleek combat submarine that shared some design features with the subs of Alpha Team Deep Mission Deep Sea. The addition of the vehicles also consisted of
an underwater rover with robotic arms and several scooters. The diving equipment (helmets, divers and pinball) was the same that appeared ten years earlier in divers of different colors. The same applies to hand harpoon rifles. The subs and base were equipped with spring-loaded guns that fired rubber bullets. All seven regular Aqua Raiders sets. Minifigures Main Article: Aqua
Raider (Minifigure) The Aqua Raiders Minifigures unique torso pieces printed on both the front and back. They also had black helmets printed with a blue trident on the top. There were four four Heads used for the minifigs, and all of them had already appeared in previous topics, such as Mars mission. Sets See also There are 17086 items in the Brickset database. Brickset
members have written 36399 rate ratings. 8831 members have registered in the last 24 hours, 19809 in the last 7 days, 31763 last month. 491 people have come this week. Today there are 212169 members. Between us we own 27,011,056 sets worth at least 831,130,728 US dollars and contain 8,206,018,385 pieces. If you have LEGO News, new pictures or anything else you
can tell us, send us a message. If you have a lot to say to us, use this contact form. Frequently Asked Questions | About Brickset | Privacy and cookies | Disclosure of Affiliate Marketing | Sitemap | Contact us LEGO, the LEGO logo, the minifigure and the Brick and Knob configurations are trademarks of the LEGO group of companies. ©2020 The LEGO Group. Brickset, the
Brickset logo and all content not covered by the copyright of the LEGO Group are ©1997-2020 Brickset ltd. unless otherwise stated.   Embrace the Empire with new Star Wars™ sets like General Grievous's Starfighter™.For the first time ever, the award-winning LEGO® Education line is now available for home learning. Give your beloved LEGO bricks a new home
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